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controlled
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Mill OIL2000WIFI3 is a fully WiFi-integrated design oil
radiator with a capacity of 2000 watts and suitable for
rooms up to 28m²

Mill oil radiator OIL2000WIFI3 with integrated WiFi module keeps rooms heated up to 28m². It has a total power of
2000W. Because the heating element of this radiator is not in direct contact with the ambient air, it will not burn dust or
dry out the air.

Generation 3
The Mill OIL2000WIFI3 is a generation 3 model with many improvements in hardware and software compared to
previous generation models. Super easy connection with Bluetooth allows it to automatically connect to your Wi-Fi
network, no matter what type of router you have. In addition, it has a child lock and a commercial "lock" with which you,
for example, as a landlord, prevent tenants from changing the settings of the heating. This oil radiator has an advanced
algorithm that learns how fast/slow the temperature in the room goes up/down. That way it knows when to start heating
to reach the desired temperature at the time you have scheduled in the app.

Integrated WIFI
The oil radiator has an integrated WiFi module. This means no need for a hub or thermostat change. The heater
connects directly to your WiFi network via Bluetooth. Planned updates will enable Mill WiFi3 to integrate with Google
Assistant, Alexa, Homey and Apple HomeKit in Q2 2023.
The Mill Norway app offers you the possibility to control your heaters from anywhere in the world, at the push of a
button. Just tell the app your normal schedule and it will automatically adjust the temperature for you, making your life
easy and comfortable. The app is structured in such a way that every heater installed is connected to a house and a
specific room. A room can consist of one or more heaters.

What makes Mill Oil different from normal oil-filled radiators?
This is due to the beautiful design and the closed structure around the oil-filled "fins". This creates a huge difference in
terms of heat output. The design of the radiator itself causes the hot air to rise faster and this results in faster and more
efficient heat distribution in the room. We call it Mill Heat Boost Technology. It even heats the room 29% faster than
traditional oil radiators. This makes Mill Oil Premium more energy efficient than other oil heaters and therefore a more
sustainable choice.

Specifications

PRODUCT DETAILS

ELECTRONIC THERMOSTAT, WIFI
CONTROLLED

Style
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    •  2000 watts of power
    •  suitable for rooms up to 282
    •  Mill Heat Boost-technologie
    •  Beautiful design
    •  Tip-over protection (the stove switches itself off automatically if it tips over)
    •  Overheating protection (the heater switches itself off when it gets too hot)
    •  User-friendly operation
    •  Aluminum base for that extra quality
    •  Thermostat: Wi-Fi + App
    •  wattage can be set via the app
    •  Colour: Mill White
    •  Dimensions: 42 * 26.1 * 65.6 cm (width * depth * height)

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 7090019823922

Manufacturer number: OIL2000WIFI3

Product weight: 12.1 kilograms
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